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however, did not last long; it became too conspicuous and dangerous for use.
A report creeps into camp that
Johnston is coming with fifty
thousand men to raise the siege,
but I do not believe it. We have
often heard that Eichmond had
fallen, but it continues within
the confederate lines. If the
army of the Potomac does not
soon take it, Grant will march j
us there and seize the prize from

them.
The Yankee Lookout.
JUNE 10TH.—The

heat of the sun increases, and we must improve our quarters. Accordingly a part of the day has been spent
in cutting cane and building bunks with it on the side of the hill.
Such improvements protect us better from the sun.
Last night I sat on the top of a hill awhile, watching the mortar shells flying into the city from the river. High into the air
they leaped, and, like falling stars, dropped, exploding among the
houses and shaking even the very hills. The lighted fuse of each
shell could be seen as it went up and came down, and occasionally
I have seen as many as three of them in the air at once. The
fuse is so gauged as to explode the shell within a few feet of
the ground. The destruction being thus wrought in the city
must be very great. We learn from prisoners that the inhabitants are now living in caves dug out of the sides of the hills.
Alas ! for the women, children and aged in the city, for they must
suffer, indeed, and, should the siege continue several months,
many deaths from sickness as well as from our shells, must
occur. I am sure Grant has given Pemberton a chance to remove
from Vicksburg all who could not be expected to take part in the
fearful struggle.
We have been looking for rain to cool the air and lay the dust,
and this afternoon we were gratified by a heavy shower.
JUNE 11TH.—Stayed in camp to-day with the exception of about
an hour. The rebs have succeeded in planting a mortar, which
has sent a few big shells into our quarters. This sort of practice
did not last long, for a hundred guns around our line soon roared
the mortar to silence. But one shell dropped near my tent,
—4
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buried itself in tie earth, and exploded, scattering dirt for yards
around and leaving a hole big enough to bury a horse. Another
fell on top of the hill and rolled down, crashing through a tent.
The occupants not being at home it failed to find a welcome.
These shells are visitors we do not care to
see in camp, for their
movements are so clumsy
they are apt to break
things as they go. However, they are rather rare,
while the bullets are so
frequent that we have almost ceased to notice
them. Their flights remind us of the dropping
of leaves and twigs from
the trees around us. The
balls of lead as they fall
are found bent and flattened in every conceivaSibieyTent.
ble shape.
A friend
from the 96th Ohio, on a visit to me, as he walked over, met a
rebel bullet which took a piece out of his arm.
JUNE 12TH.—We expect to be paid off soon, as the pay-rolls are
now being made out. Money cannot do us much good here
among the hills, but we can send it home. Many a family is
dependent upon the thirteen dollars a month drawn here by the
head of it.
When the war is over, how many soldiers will be unable to earn
even their own living, to say nothing of that of their families, all on
account of wounds or disability incurred in the service. I have
heard many a one say he would rather be shot dead in a fight
than lose a limb, and thus be compelled to totter through life disabled. But I know our country will be too magnanimous to neglect its brave defenders who have fought its battles till they have
become incapacitated for further service. I know we are not
fighting for a country that will let its soldiers beg for a living.
We have now but a year left of the term of our enlistment, and
the boys are already talking about what they will do. Some say
they will stay till peace comes, no matter how long may be the
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I have a great curiosity to see the court house at Vicksburg.
It stands on a hill, and seems to be the target for many cannon.
There is a Confederate flag waving from it defiantly. A proud
day it will be when we haul it
down and raise in its stead the
stars and stripes, never to be displaced again. The buildings in
the -city must, by this time, be
pretty well riddled with shot and
shell. The women, it seems, did
not all leave the city before the
bombardment began, and I supmwpose they have determined to
Cannister shot is a tin cylinder with
iron heads, filled with balls packed brave it out. Their sacrifices and
with saw-dust. The heads are movable, and the edge? of the tin are privations aie worthy of a better
turned down over them to hold them
in place. The balls are made of cause, and were they but on our
such a size that seven of them can
lie in a bed, one in the middle and side how we would worship them.
six around. These bills are made of
It is rumored in camp that Grant
cast iron, and are 2* in number.
is getting reinforcements from the
eastern army. I have a great
desire to see them, for while we
have always thought them to be
no less brave, they are said to be
better clothed and equipped than
the western boys. In fact, from
the eastern army, during tbe last
year, the standing report among
Western boys has been merely such
catch phrases as " Bull Run, "
Grape Shot.
"Burnside Crossing the Rappahannock," "All Quiet on the Potomac." Perhaps such reports or
their substance will continue to
fill the headlines of news from
those departments until Lincoln
commissions Grant commander of
the whole army. Should that occur, one grand move forward will
be made and the Southern confedSolid Shot strapped on a Sabot.
eracy will be crushed forever.
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We are doing all we can to expedite the glorious victory
awaiting us here, yet there are grumblers in the North who are
complaining of our slow progress, and treasonable articles are
published in some papers that come to us from the North, intended to discourage the soldiers. Why don't Grant move? If
we had all those grumblers in Vicksburg, I fancy they would soon
find something from Grant was moving quite briskly. But Grant
does not idle away his time himself, nor let his men be idle. If
the people of the North will but back us up with their aid and
confidence, we shall feel well repaid for all the sufferings we endure here, staring death in the face, and standing like a solid wall
between their homes and danger.
Let not a murmur meet the ear.
Nor discontent have sway;
Let not a sullen brow appear
Through all the camp to-day.
JUNE 14TH.—Sunday. No bells to ring us to church. I wish
we had one day in seven for rest and freedom from care; but
there is no such thing now for the soldier. It is shoot, shoot,
dodge, dodge, from morning to night, without cessation, except
when we are asleep. When the time comes, we can lie down and
sleep soundly all night, right under our cannon, firing over us all
the time, without disturbing us in the least. But let the long roll
be sounded—every man is up at the first tap—for that sound we
know means business for us.
Occasionally the rebs plant a mortar in some out of the way
spot and drop a shell or two into our midst; but a few well
directed shots from our big guns at the rear soon settle them.
These rebels obey very well.
We have several large siege guns, lately planted in the rear of
our division, which it took ten yoke of oxen to haul, one at a
time, to their places. I had been told that the balls from these
guns could be seen on their journey, and could not believe it
until I put myself in range of the monsters, just behind them,
when I found I could see the balls distinctly, as they flew across
the hills towards Vicksburg. These guns are nine-inch calibre
and they are. about twelve feet long. They are monsters, and
their voices are very loud.

Sunday is general inspection day, and the officers passed
through our quarters at 10 A. M., finding our guns and accoutrements bright and clean. If any young lady at the North needs
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a good housekeeper, she can easily be accommodated by making
a requisition on the 20th Ohio. In fact we can all do patchwork,
sew on buttons, make beds and sweep; but I do not think many
of us will follow the business after the war is done, for the " relief " always so anxiously looked for by the soldiers must then
come.
I heard one of our boys—a high private in the rear rank—lament that he was
" Only a private, and who will care
When I shall pass away?"

Poor lad, he was in a sad way! But it was mere homesickness
that ailed him. If dissatisfied with his position as a private, let
him wait, for if he survives the war, he will, no doubt, have a
chance to be captain of an infant-ry company.
JUNE 15TH.—Our regiment went into the rifle-pits again before *
daylight, at which time the din of musketry and cannonading from
both sides had begun, and will cease only when darkness covers
the earth.
We are now so close to Fort Hill that a hard tack was tossed
into it by one of our boys, and then held up on a bayonet there,
to satisfy us of its safe arrival. Some of the boys have become
reckless about the rifle-pits, and are frequently hit by rebel bullets. Familiarity breeds a contempt of danger.
Some of the boys wounded at Raymond have got back to us,
and are now ready again to do their part. They are, however,
more timid than we who have been at the front so long. It is fun
to see these new-comers dodge the balls as they zip along. But
they, too, will soon become accustomed to flying lead.
Several of the boys have been hit, but not hurt badly, as the
balls were pretty nearly spent before reaching them. Those returning from Raymond say they have marked the graves there,
but I fear it will not be long before the last vestige of the resting
places of our late comrades will be lost.
JUNE 16TH.—We were relieved before daylight, and returned to
camp pretty tired. I did not feel well last night, and having had
no chance to sleep, I am a little the worse for wear this morning.
There was not much firing done during the night, but we had
to keep a good lookout, as there are apprehensions of an outbreak. I do not often go star-gazing, but last night I sat and
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watched the beauty above. Daytime is glorious, but when night
unfurls her banner over care-worn thousands among these hills,
and the stars come out from their hiding places, our thoughts
seek loftier levels. It was just as though one day had died, and
another was born to take its place. Not a breeze stirred the foliage, except as fanned by the whirling shells. My thoughts were
of home, and of the dear sister there, bedridden, with but little
hope of health again. Her dearest wish, I know, is to see her
only brother once more before she passes away to that heavenly
peace for which she is destined. Through these terrible two
years past, thoughts of home and a safe return to an unbroken
family circle, have been my constant guiding star.
was detailed
to the charge of a squad of
men to guard rebel prisoners
in the corral at Logan's headquarters. They were not hard
to guard, for they think themselves in pretty good hands,
and surely they seem to get
better grub here than in their
own lines. Some of them are
deserters, and upon such Hook
with contempt. I am ready
to share my rations with an
honest prisoner, but have no
No. 1.
No. •>.
use for a man who enlists in
a cause, and then deserts his comrades when they get into a tight
place.
*3CHENKLE-S TBOJECTILE.

JUNE 17TH.—I

If what they say is true, the garrison over there is already
familiar with mule meat and scanty meal rations. If they have
had to eat mules such as we have killed in the trenches, I pity
them, for they are on a tough job. Several cows which I suppose
had served families there with milk, we had to kill for browsing
too close to our lines.
"This projectile, as shown in No. 1, is composed of a cast-iron body. The expanding portion is a papier-mache wad, which being forced on to the cone, is expanded into the rifling of the bore. On issuing from the bore, the wad is blown to
pieces, leaving the projectile entirely unincumbered in its flight through the air
(No. 2.)

